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Pluralism is the essence of South Asian history, but the South Asian Diaspora 
Dilemma is widening and worsening with racial intolerance and racial exclusion 
within homeland and adopted land. The traumatic experiences of self-defining one’s 
racial purity verbalize the meanings of I-You, I-It, You-Me, citizen-immigrant, a 
foreigner, outcast, refugee, and intruder. Diaspora migrant poetry scratches off the 
racial rust accumulated on reader's minds through humanitarian identification and 
universal acceptance. Imitiaz Dharker's poem Minority artistically translates and 
locates the traumas of racial exclusion and isolation of immigrants through metaphors 
of food and dining. Thus, Minority though food explains the humanitarian logic of 
food history, migration, self-identification, and acculturation. 
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Introduction 

The long history of cross-cultural exchanges between the exotic South Asian spices 
with the colonial flavours re-invented the cuisines of cultural assimilations. The poem 
exposes the invisible power of exclusion and intolerance within and outside South 
Asian Homeland, national and transnational boundaries locating the immigrant as 
eternal outcast or foreigner within one's own family, home, and land. Past, present, 
and future of immigrants gets shaped and shifted by racial intolerance, ethnic 
conflicts, civil wars, poverty, migration, cultural assimilation, acceptance, 
introversion, nostalgia, and isolation.  

Dharker's intercultural roots interconnect Scotland, Pakistan, and India inheriting her 
with flavours of multicultural culinary experiences. Minority is from Dharker's 
anthology Postcards from God (1997) utilizes food as translated metaphor for 
defining the questions of belonging, unfitness, exclusion, hybridity, nationality, 
ancestry, abnormality, and eccentricity. The poem compares the mixed-race diasporic 
immigrant to the odd aftertaste found in traditional dishes cooked with foreign and 
unfamiliar substituents due to lack of regional substituent. An investigative poem that 
studies the dilemmas and traumas of second-generation immigrants and mixed-race 
diaspora citizens in locating their multicultural hybrid identities amidst soaring 
intolerance, extreme ethnocentrism, and racial stereotypes. 

Food literature, culinary writing, and food poetry describe the food as visual-
olfactory-verbal-gustatory metaphors, imagery, and others. Food being the universal 
symbol of existence, survival, and functioning reflects the evolution of cultures, 
civilizations, habits, manners, customs, taboos, restrictions, location, heritage, status, 
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lifestyles, livelihood, religion, technology, agriculture, climate, geography, poverty, 
wars, politics, and history. Translation of culinary dynamics decodes the process of 
acculturation, migration, colonization, and trade routes.  

1) South Asian Cuisines and the Plant Metaphor: Politics of Identity, Race, 
Class, Fitness, and Starvation  

South Asia, the citadel of rich culinary heritage bends and blends distances through 
intergenerational- collective memories. South Asian cuisines, food, culinary flavours, 
and crops get cunningly assimilated as visual imageries and metaphors of immigrant's 
trauma of alienation. South Asian cuisines are known for their exotic and traditional 
recipes which carry the variegated regional sacredness of South Asian cultures, 
religions, nature, agriculture, and lifestyles.Therefore, food assimilates into 
dichotomous metaphors of exclusion-inclusion, unity-diversity, feast-famine, taboos-
acceptance, restrictive dining-communal dining, racial confidence-racial 
embarrassment, localization-globalization, belonging-dislocation, and power-
vulnerability. Mark Kurlansky, food writer notes, "Food is about agriculture, about 
ecology, about man's relationship with nature, about the climate, about nation-
building, cultural struggles, friends and enemies, alliances, wars, religion. It is about 
memory and tradition and, at times, even about sex." 

Dharker bewitched by the multicultural delicacies of Pakistan and India preserves 
those culinary memories in the poem Minorityby utilizing them as gustatory 
metaphors making food a cardinal poetic detail. "I went even to the place/ planted 
with my relatives, / six-foot tubers sprouting roots, / their fingers and faces pushing up 
/ new shoots of maize and sugarcane" analyses how her native relatives have absorbed 
the nutrients from the soil of their homeland developing the potential to be self-reliant 
and self-propagate. They are compared to deep-rooted stem tubers unlike her who is 
still dormant and doubtful in the unsettling journey of finding her roots. Even when 
she finds her roots of ancestry, she realizes that due to the native cultural 
domestication of her relatives like the indigenous variety of maize and sugar cane, her 
genetic-cultural makeup is far different due to her hybridity. Agricultural crop 
imagery explores the dichotomy of indigeneity and hybridity based on the norms of 
racial purity forgetting the truth of non-absolutism as both the agricultural crop 
species and the human race from the time of pre-ancient age gets subjected to 
migration, cultural exchanges, and adapting to new lands' demands. History of every 
country began with the global truth of migration. 

Dharker's Minority provides a drone-view of how the global migration crisis is widely 
interrelated to climate change, natural disasters (drought/flood), crop loss, debts, 
unemployment, political corruptions, limited resources, and violence. 
Quintessentially, food insecurity and starvation hunger compel these ‘climate 
refugees' to catch the "migrant caravan" to reach the walled lands of dreams void of 
hunger. She draws an interracial connotation of how her native relatives of homeland 
and the squatting citizens of adopted land unknowingly get involved in an economic 
relationship of agricultural labour, production, commercialization, and consumption. 
The natives are yielding food crops for the fitness addicted citizens who have the 
luxury of multiple food choices. Though half of the natives are self-reliant through 
agriculture, producing food for their consumption but the concerns of farmers are 
slowly haunting the scenario. The most affected are the boat boarded immigrants who 
are frozen by the chilling oceans for months having almost nothing other than their 
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meagre belongings, weary legs, and parched stomachs. Finally, surviving to reach the 
shores only left with the putrefied corpses of their deceased families, and a luxurious 
dream of just a spoon of leftover food. 

"Like food cooked in milk of coconut/ where you expected ghee or cream, / the 
unexpected aftertaste/ of cardamom or neem" examines the horrible aftertaste of 
experimental cooking by ditching traditional recipe-ingredients like rich heavy ‘ghee' 
that could have given the taste of ‘fullness'  with accidental substitutes like coconut 
milk, ‘neem', and excess ‘cardamom'. Dharker hints at racial quotes showered on 
hybridity for losing the essence and as a self-explanatory idea of not belonging. 
Family dining reflects in imageries like "through all the chatter of community, / 
family, clattering spoons, children being fed" can refer to both homeland and abroad 
communities, and also hints about cultural parenting. It gets contrasted by a starving 
immigrant eating stolen ‘bread' in the corner of a room, comparative metaphors of 
racial alienation.   Society and media's racial prejudices related to starvation and food 
are visualized by representing an illegal starving immigrant/ refugee/ asylum seeker 
as criminal is justified when he/she infiltrates into the squatting citizens' comfortable 
homes and eats stolen bread.  

Minority is about self-locating oneself in the genetic maps of organized displacement, 
‘melting pot', ‘salad-bowl separatism', and ‘ethnic enclaves' or are we in the sphere of 
the humanitarian phenomenon of global unity. Food and dining becomes the symbols 
of power struggle, identity politics, and status emblem. The aroma of multicultural 
cuisines spreads and surpasses the private dining of ‘crazy rich' spoils tempting them 
to cross racial borders welcoming communal dining. The poem urges humanitarian 
identification, acceptance, diversity, and equalitarianism. 
Conclusion 
ImitiazDharker'sMinority serves as a cultural criticism devising food as a universal 
metaphor of humanitarian advocacy, culinary diversity, multi-ethnic tolerance, cross-
cultural exchanges. Food transforms into a locator of South Asian identities torn 
between Global West and Global East. Hence, Dharker's food metaphors pronounce 
immigrants' multilingual terminologies of alienation, anguish, lack of belongingness, 
outcast, identity crisis, nostalgia, and traumas. 
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